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Drilling and blasting method as a common excavation method is widely used in the underground engineering construction.
However, in the complicated geological conditions, the path of blasting excavation available has limitation, and then the larger
blasting vibration is produced, which influence the stability and safety of the protected structure. To effectively reduce the blasting
vibration by optimizing the blasting excavation method, firstly, the site test on blasting vibration is conducted to obtain the blasting
vibration data; secondly, the LS-DYNA software is applied to simulate the vibration generated by blasting in site test, based on
back analysis on the blasting vibration, the mechanical parameters of the rock mass are obtained, and they are used to simulate
six different types of blasting excavation method. According to the analysis on them, the reasonable blasting excavation method is
proposed to reduce the blasting vibration which can satisfy the blasting safety regulation.

1. Introduction

In the process of blasting operation, the shock waves, stress
waves, and earthquake waves subsequently develop. Due
to the existence of these waves, the internal structure of
the rock mass is inevitably influenced. When the vibration
velocity exceeds a critical value, it can induce the formation
of internal cracks in the rock mass, thus causing potential
harm to the structure protected [1]. In some complicated
geological conditions, the path of blasting excavation has
limitation, and then the blasting source is close to some
special protective structures which have strict requirements
for blasting vibration. In such condition, to prevent the
potential harm of internal crack formation resulting from the
blasting vibration, the blasting excavation methods need to
be optimized. Consequently, the optimized blasting method
can be used to reduce blasting vibration in the complicated
geological conditions, which provides reference for better
application of the drilling and blasting method in the engi-
neering construction.

To judge the potential damage of the blasting vibration
to the structure of the rock mass, the reasonable blasting
vibration safety criterion should be adopted according to the
relationship between the inner structure failure of rock mass
and vibration. The research shows that the inner structure
failure of the rock mass is caused by the stress waves whose
peak particle velocity (PPV) is related to the rock mass
dynamic stress and dynamic strain [2–6]. Therefore, single
PPV is widely used as the blasting vibration safety criterion
in the early engineering practice [7]. However, it is found that
when the blasting vibration amplitude is much higher than
the control threshold, there is no damage to the protected
object. While the blasting vibration amplitude is lower than
the control threshold, the damage occurs. This is because
there is no consideration of blasting earthquake wave fre-
quency and natural frequency of the protected object. When
their frequencies are equal, there is resonance phenomenon
in structure, causing the failure of rock mass. Therefore, a
relatively strict safety control criterion for blasting vibration
has been developed, the bidirectional indicator of the PPV
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and blasting vibration frequency is used as blasting vibration
safety criterion [6].

In order to study the influence of vibration caused by
blasting excavation on rock mass structure, the methods of
site test and numerical simulation aremainly used [8–12].The
site test can objectively reflect the influence of blasting vibra-
tion on the rock mass structure. However, due to the nonho-
mogeneity and the defects of the internal structure in the rock
mass, the experimental conditions are difficult to control, so
that less site tests are used to study the blasting vibration.
Compared with the site tests, the numerical calculation can
simulate the dynamic response problem in the complicated
geological conditions, thus the numerical simulationmethod
is widely used to analyze the blasting vibration response.

At present, lots of commercial software are used in the
numerical simulation of blasting vibration such as LS-DYNA,
AUTODYN, UDEC/3DEC, ABAQUS, and FLAC [1]. Zhao et
al. applied UDEC software to study the attenuation law of
stress wave through the joint fissure [13]. Vorobiev [14, 15]
used AUTODYN to study the propagation law of the stress
waves passing the joint medium using the equivalent and
direct simulation method and found the strong ability of
AUTODYN to simulate the blasting vibration.Onederra et al.
[16] and Resende et al. [17] used FLAC3D dynamic analysis
module to analyze the surface response caused by blasting
vibration, and compared with the measured data, the calcu-
lation results show that FLAC3D was feasible for numerical
simulation of dynamic response under blasting load. Chen et
al. [18] used LS-DYNA software to study the blasting vibra-
tion safety control criteria for underground plant blasting.

When the numerical simulation software is used to study
the impact of explosive explosion on the rock mass structure,
the correct explosive model and the loading method of the
explosion load are the key to simulate the vibration response
of rock mass. According to the detonation reaction type after
explosive explosion, it is clarified into ideal detonation and
nonideal detonation [19–21], so that the shape of explosive
load induced in rock mass is not the same. In the numerical
simulation software, the explosive explosion is regarded as
the ideal detonation type, and the corresponding equation
of state (EOS) is used to simulate the effect of the explosive
explosion on the rock mass. In the software like LS-DYNA
[22–24], AUTODYN [25, 26], ABAQUS [27], and Jones-
Wilkins-Lee (JWL) [28, 29], EOS is commonly used in the
numerical simulation of large-scale blasting engineering.
However, in the process of numerical simulation, the large
deformation and distortion of the finite elements at high
pressure often cause the calculation process to be terminated
when using JWL EOS. In order to overcome this problem,
fluid-solid coupling method and the method of applying
pressure delay function are usually used [30–36]. The fluid-
solid coupling method needs to refine the element grid of
rock mass near the boreholes, since more unit grids are
required in the numerical calculation of large-scale blasting
engineering, which raises the numerical calculation difficulty.
Compared with the fluid-solid coupling method, the method
of applying pressure delay attenuation function can reduce
the number of element grids and is widely used in numerical
simulation of large-scale blasting engineering.

To effectively reduce the blasting vibration by optimizing
the blasting excavationmethod, firstly, the site test on blasting
vibration is conducted to obtain the blasting vibration data.
Secondly, the LS-DYNA software is applied to simulate the
vibration generated by blasting in site test. The mechanical
parameters of the rock mass are acquired by back analysis
on the blasting vibration, and they are used to simulate
six different types of blasting excavation method. According
to the analysis on them, the reasonable blasting excavation
method is proposed to reduce the blasting vibration.

2. Engineering Background

Fengning pumped storage power station is a first-class large-
scale Water Conservancy and Hydropower Engineering. Its
construction is divided into two phases that the excavation
in the phase I engineering construction has been completed,
and the phase II engineering construction is in feasibility
study phase. According to the geological exploration results,
there are many faults near the underground powerhouse in
the phase II as shown in Figure 1. Due to such restriction of
complicated geological conditions and limited watercourse
system layout, combined arrangement scheme in phase II
engineering construction has to be chosen, and their axial
directions are consistent. Since the excavation in the phase
I engineering construction has been completed, the inter-
nal structure in the phase I engineering construction will
inevitably be influenced by blasting vibration in the phase
II engineering construction. In such condition, on account
of the strict control requirement for blasting vibration, rea-
sonable selection for blasting excavation method should be
conducted, so as to ensure the safety of the internal structure
in the phase I project along with the orderly construction of
the entire project. It can be seen that it is of great significance
to study the optimized blasting excavation method regarding
this engineering as research background, which can provide
reference for the application of drilling and blasting method
in engineering construction.

3. Back Analysis on Rock Mass
Blasting Parameters

3.1. Site Experiment. When the Fengning phase II engineer-
ing construction is conducted, taking the opportunity of
excavating survey tunnel in underground powerhouse, the
cutting holes are dilled to carry out the cut blasting tests in
the appropriate position of the survey tunnel, and the design
scheme of cutting blasting experiment is shown in Figure 2.
The vibration data in the cutting blasting test and the given
mechanical parameters of the rock mass are used to conduct
back analysis on the mechanical parameters of the rock mass
in numerical calculation.

3.2. Model for Parameter Inversion. The model has been
established using the dynamic finite element software of
Ansys/Ls-dyna as shown in Figure 3. The numerical model
has a length of 118.5m, a width of 90m and a height of
105m, nonreflection boundary is set on the surroundings
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Figure 1: Layout plan for underground powerhouses of two phases of construction.

of the model, and full constraint condition is set on the
bottom surface. The number of elements and nodes for
the numerical calculation model are 376480 and 392906,
respectively. Considering the effect of excavated rock masses
on retaining rock masses, the periphery of survey tunnel in
the range of 1.5m was weakened, which is reflected in the
elastic modulus reduction of rock mass.

3.3. Selection of Rock Mass Mechanics Inversion Parameters.
Under the action of fierce explosion load, a complex process
takes place near the blasting source, including the propaga-
tion of compressive stress waves, plastic deformation, and
the medium failure and the formation of explosion cavity.
Consequently, the rock around the borehole is divided into
crushed zone, fractured zone, and elastic vibration zone
according to the fractured degree. In order to adopt the elastic
constitutive relationship based on continuum mechanics,
the nonelastic zone (crushing zone and fractured zone) is
equivalent to the blasting source, and the explosion load is
applied to the equivalent elastic boundary. In this blasting
experiment, the borehole diameter is 42mm; charge diameter
is 32mm; 2 # rock emulsion explosive is used, and its

parameters are as follows: density is 1243 kg/m3, detonation
velocity is 3600m/s, and 𝛾 is 1.4. In calculation, crushing
zone takes 3 times the charge diameter, elastic boundary
takes 8 times the charge diameter, and the equivalent load
on borehole is 44.3MPa. And the calculation methods of the
equivalent load are shown in Appendix.

In order to study the impact of blasting vibration on
the structure of rock masses, the explosion load is generally
equivalent to a triangular load, and it is applied to the
borehole wall or equivalent elastic boundary. Kuzmenko et
al. [37] have given the time domain expression of triangular
explosion load, and its time domain expression is as follows:

𝜎 (𝑡) =

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

0 𝑡 < −𝑡𝑢
𝜎max (1 + 𝑡

𝑡𝑢) −𝑡𝑢 ≤ 𝑡 < 0
𝜎max (1 − 𝑡

𝑡𝑑) 0 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑑
0 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑑,

(1)

where 𝜎max is the peak of the triangular load; 𝑡𝑢 and 𝑡𝑑 are the
rising time and falling time of triangular load, respectively.
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Figure 2: Design sketch of blasting experiment: (a) distribution ofmonitoring points in longitudinal direction, (b) distribution ofmonitoring
points in horizontal direction, and (c) cut holes arrangement in the position of tunnel surface.

It is generally considered that the rising time of explosion
load is equal to the propagation time of detonation wave
in the borehole. For the hole-bottom initiation, it meets the
following formula:

𝑡𝑢 = 𝐿1𝐷 , (2)

where 𝐿1 is the charge length of the borehole; 𝐷 is the deto-
nation velocity of explosive explosion.

At present, many scholars have different opinions about
the duration of explosion load. Considering the processes
of explosive initiation, cracks connection between boreholes,
and escaping of detonation gas, Lu et al. [38] proposed a new

method to calculate the duration of the explosion load
based on explosion mechanics, fracture mechanics, fluid
mechanics, and other basic theories. It can be used to simulate
the vibration response of rock mass in the middle and far
zone from explosion source. The duration of explosion load
is expressed as follows:

𝑡𝑠 = 𝐿1𝐷 + √(1/4) 𝐿 𝑠2 + 𝐿22
𝑐𝑓

+max(𝐿1 + 𝐿2
V𝑎

, 𝐿1 + 𝐿2𝑐𝑎 ) + 𝐿1 + 𝐿2𝑐𝑏 ,
(3)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Numerical inversion model: (a) numerical model, (b) weakened rock masses in numerical model, and (c) applied equivalent load
on wall of borehole.

where 𝑡𝑠 is the duration of explosion load; 𝐿 𝑠 is the distance
between adjacent blasthole; 𝐿2 is the stemming length of
the blasthole; 𝑐𝑓 is the average velocity of crack propagation
driven by explosion load; 𝑐𝑎 is the unloading wave velocity of
the explosion gas; 𝑐𝑏 is the velocity of the reflected unloading
wave propagating from bottom of the boreholes to the orifice;
V𝑎 is the escaping velocity of explosion gas.

Using (2) and (3) to calculate the rising time and falling
time of the equivalent triangular blasting load in (1), it is as
shown in Figure 4.

3.4. Selection of the Rock Mass Mechanical Parameters.
Numerical calculation and parameter inversion are carried
out by applying triangular load as shown in Figure 4. Table 1
shows the comparison of PPVbetweenmeasured and numer-
ical simulation results for the 7# measured point. Figure 5
is the waveform comparison between the measured and
numerical simulation results. FromFigure 5 andTable 1, it can
be seen that there is a good consistency in the PPV, main fre-
quency, and duration of blasting vibration.Then the inversion
mechanical parameter value of rockmass is shown in Table 2.

4. Numerical Model

4.1. Numerical Model Establishment. According to phase I
and phase II underground powerhouse layout in Fengn-
ing Pumped Storage Power Station drawings, the three-
dimensional CAD Model is established and importing it
into the finite element software for CAE analysis. The three-
dimensional finite element model is shown in Figure 6, and
the number of elements and nodes in the numerical calcu-
lation model are 996525 and 1026030, respectively. Distance
between the excavation boundary and the model boundary
is 53m. To eliminate the influence of reflected stress wave,
nonreflection boundary is set on the surroundings of the
model, and full constraint condition is set on the bottom
surface. The influence of in situ stress is not considered due
to smaller buried depth.

4.2. Design Scheme. In order to select the appropriate blast-
ing excavation method to reduce the blasting vibration
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Figure 4: Numerical simulation inversion of the equivalent trian-
gular load.

in complicated geological conditions, numerical simulation
comparison is conducted for six different kinds of blasting
excavation scheme, the design scheme of blasting excavation:
(a) draw cut blasting of deep hole; (b) draw cut blasting
of shallow hole; (c) presplitting blasting of deep hole; (d)
presplitting blasting of shallow hole; (e) draw cut blasting
with presplitting gap; (f) draw cut blasting with damping
ditch. Six kinds of design scheme are shown in Figure 7.

4.3. Loading Conditions. According to the formula in
Appendix, the pressure peak acting on borehole wall for draw
cut blasting is 19.0MPa, the rising time of the loading section
is 2.0ms, and the duration is 8.0ms. The equivalent load of
deep and shallow hole presplit blasting can be taken as 7.0
and 9.35MPa, respectively. Their rising time of the loading
sections is 1.2 and 0.67ms, respectively, and their durations
are 7.2 and 6.67ms, respectively.

4.4. Layout of Measuring Points. In order to accurately
analyze the vibration response of phase I underground pow-
erhouse and erection bay, themonitoring points are set in key
parts such as the generator sets, turbine layers, and erection
bay. By monitoring the velocity distribution of the measuring
points in different positions, the influence of blasting exca-
vation in the phase II underground powerhouse on phase
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Table 1: The comparison of vibration peak between the measured and numerical simulation results in Fengning site test.

Number of the
measured points

Charge
(kg)

Distance from
blasting source

Measured vibration peak
Vertical direction Horizontal radial

Measured value
(cm/s)

Numerical
simulation value

(cm/s)

Measured value
(cm/s)

Numerical
simulation value

(cm/s)
7# 10.8 89.9 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.44
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Figure 5:The comparison of the vibration velocity of the 7# measured point between the numerical calculated value and measured value: (a)
vertical direction and (b) horizontal direction.

Table 2: The results of rock mass parameters inversion.

Rock category Elastic modulus
(GPa) Poisson’s ratio Density

(kg/m3)
Fresh rock 24 0.24 2610
Weaken rock 20 0.25 2500

I underground powerhouse can be comprehensively and
accurately evaluated. To save numerical calculation amount,
there are three sets, 4#, 5#, and 6#, to be analyzed because
they are close to the blasting source. Tomonitor the vibration
response law, six monitoring points are set in the three gener-
ator sets as shown in Figure 8, number 1, number 2, and num-
ber 3 in the three generator layer sets and number 4, number
5, and number 6 in the three turbine layers, respectively.
When blasting excavation is conducted in the phase II under-
ground powerhouse, the phase I underground powerhouse is
in the period of concrete pouring. According to the blasting
safety regulations, the relatively small PPV is required. As the
concrete in the phase I underground powerhouse is being
poured, to further understand whether the blasting vibration
caused by the blasting excavation in the phase II underground
powerhouse meets the requirements of the blasting safety
regulations, the monitoring points, number 8, number 9, and
number 10, are set in the 6# set as shown in Figure 8.

5. Results and Discussion

The vibration response of each key control protected object
is shown in Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 9 and 10. The results
show that different blasting excavation methods have a

great influence on the vibration response in the phase I
underground powerhouse.

When draw cut blasting methods of deep and shallow
hole in phase II underground powerhouse are adopted,
respectively, the PPV of the critical control points in the gen-
erator layer are 0.92 and 0.44 cm/s (along axial direction of
borehole), respectively. The PPV of the critical control points
meets the requirements of vibration safety control standards
in Table 5. The vibration effect of blasting excavation on the
phase I underground powerhouse can be effectively reduced
by using the draw cut blasting method of shallow hole.

In the draw cut blasting of deep hole, the PPV in the
three monitoring points of 6# set, number 8, number 9, and
number 10, are 1.43, 1.98, and 2.57 cm/s, respectively, as shown
in Figure 11. As to the draw cut blasting of shallow hole, their
PPV is 0.81, 1.08, and 1.71 cm/s, respectively. This proves that
there is a certain amplification effect for blasting vibration
velocity along the height of the set. When the excavation
of phase II underground powerhouse is being carried out,
the phase I underground powerhouse is in the period of
concrete pouring, and the PPV exceeds the 1.5 cm/s of the
safety control standard for the 0∼3 d aged initial coagulation
concrete. However, it meets 3.0 cm/s of the safety control
standard for 3∼7 d aged concrete. Therefore, to satisfy the
safety control standard, when the concrete is being poured
in the phase I underground powerhouse, the vibration effect
of blasting excavation can be controlled by increasing its age
or reducing the amount of charge.

When the phase II underground powerhouse is being
excavated, to develop a certain width cracks in the position
of predesigned contours, the presplit blasting is performed to
buffer and reflect the blasting vibration waves, consequently,
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Table 3:MaximumPPVof each key control protected object using 6 types of blasting excavationmethod in I phase underground powerhouse.

Scheme Charge (kg) Generator layer
(cm/s)

Turbine layers
(cm/s)

New pouring concrete
(cm/s)

Draw cut of deep hole 24.0 0.92 0.68 2.57
Draw cut of shallow hole 10.8 0.44 0.43 1.71
Presplitting blasting of deep hole 12.0 0.22 0.18 0.75
Presplitting blasting of shallow
hole 7.3 0.16 0.13 0.60

Draw cut blasting with
presplitting gap 24.0 0.89 0.63 2.43

Draw cut with damping ditch 24.0 0.31 0.21 0.83

Phase I
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Figure 6: Phase I and II underground plant model: (a) overall three-dimensional model of CAE for phase I and II underground powerhouse
and (b) three-dimensional model of CAE for phase I underground powerhouse.
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Figure 7: Six kinds of blasting excavation methods.
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Figure 8: Monitoring points of simulation.

the damage to the retaining rock mass can be effectively
controlled. The maximum vibration velocity of the phase
I underground powerhouse is 0.22 cm/s in the presplitting
blasting of deep hole. As to presplitting blasting of shallow
hole, its maximum vibration velocity is 0.16 cm/s, and all
of them are located at 6# set. Therefore, the presplitting
blasting of shallow hole can be applied to effectively reduce

the vibration velocity induced in the phase I underground
powerhouse.

According to the analysis of vibration response on
the draw cut blasting of deep hole with presplitting gap,
the maximum vibration velocity of the generator layer is
0.89 cm/s (along axial direction of borehole). Compared with
the direct draw cut blasting of deep hole, the maximum
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Figure 10: Axial velocity in draw cut blasting of deep hole: (a) axial velocity of generator layer in draw cut blasting of deep hole; (b) axial
velocity of turbine layers in draw cut blasting of deep hole; (c) axial velocity of different elevation for 6# generator sets in draw cut blasting of
deep hole.

Table 4: Axial peak velocity of different elevation for 6# generator
sets in draw cut blasting of deep hole.

Monitoring points Number 8 Number 9 Number 10
Elevation 970.5 976.5 982.5
Axial velocity (cm/s) 1.43 1.98 2.57

vibration velocity is relatively smaller. In the threemonitoring
points of 6# set, number 8, number 9, and number 10, their

PPV are 1.08, 1.49, and 2.43 cm/s, respectively. When the
phase I underground powerhouse is being excavated and
concrete poured, part of the vibration response does not
meet the safety control standard, and the concrete age can be
controlled to satisfy the safety control standard.

According to the analysis of the vibration response
characteristics on draw cut blasting with damping ditch, it
shows that the vibration response of the phase I underground
powerhouse is smaller, the maximum vibration velocity of
the generator layer is 0.31 cm/s, and the maximum vibration
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Figure 12: Mechanism of reducing blasting vibration: (a) presplit-
ting blasting before draw cut blasting; (b) draw cut with damping
ditch.

Table 5: Safety control standard of blasting vibration in Fengning
pumped storage power station.

Protected projects Minimum distance (m) Standard (cm/s)
Generator layer 60 ≤2.5
Turbine layers 60 ≤2.5
New pouring concrete

0∼3 d 54 ≤1.5
3∼7 d 54 ≤3.0
7∼28 d 54 ≤7.0

velocity of fresh concrete is 0.83 cm/s. In the combination
of phase I underground powerhouse progress construction
period and phase II underground powerhouse construction
progress, the vibration velocity of the phase I underground
powerhouse meets the requirements for the safety control
standard when there is damping ditch.

Based on above analysis, the blasting vibration can be
reduced by draw cut blasting with presplitting gap and
draw cut with damping ditch. Their mechanism of reducing

blasting vibration can be shown in Figure 12. When pre-
splitting blasting is performed before draw cut blasting, a
certain width crack in the position of predesigned contours
is produced to buffer and reflect the blasting vibration waves,
which reduces the incident wave intensity; consequently, the
blasting vibration can be effectively controlled. As for draw
cut with damping ditch, due to damping ditch, stress wave
diffraction changes the propagation path of stress waves,
and then increasing the stress wave propagation distance,
consequently, the energy is dissipated in the stress wave
propagation; accordingly, the blasting vibration is effectively
reduced in the critical control points.

6. Conclusion

The influence of different blasting excavation methods in
phase II underground powerhouse on the phase I under-
ground powerhouse is analyzed and simulated by three-
dimensional dynamic finite element method. According to
analysis on the vibration response of each key control
protected object, the effective methods to reduce blasting
vibration are achieved as follows:

(1) Apart from the new pouring concrete, the PPV of the
structures and equipment completed in the phase I
underground powerhouse meets the vibration peak
safety control standards.

(2) The application of draw cut blasting of shallow hole
and draw cut blasting with damping ditch can effec-
tively reduce the influence of the blasting vibration on
the phase I underground powerhouse.

(3) When pouring concrete is being conducted in the
phase I underground powerhouse, it can satisfy the
safety vibration control standards by controlling the
age of the pouring concrete.

Appendix

For the blasting load, according to the C-J theory of det-
onation wave for condensed explosives, the initial average
detonation pressure acting on the borehole wall in the
condition of coupled charge is as follows:

𝑃0 = 𝜌0𝐷22 (𝛾 + 1) , (A.1)

where 𝑃0 is the detonation pressure of explosive; 𝜌0 and𝐷 are
the density and detonation speed of explosive, respectively; 𝛾
is the isentropic exponent.

For the uncoupled charge, if the coupled coefficient 𝑏/𝑎
is small (𝑎 is the diameter of charge), the expansion of the
explosion gas is only one state of 𝑃 > 𝑃𝑘, and the initial
average pressure of the borehole is

𝑃0 = 𝐾 𝜌0𝐷22 (𝛾 + 1) (𝑎
𝑏)
2𝛾 , (A.2)

where 𝑎 is the diameter of charge; 𝑏 is the diameter of bore-
hole; 𝛼 is the ratio of axial charge;𝐾 is the pressure increasing
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coefficient when the detonation product colliding with the
borehole wall; 𝑆 is the distance between adjacent holes.

If the uncoupled coefficient of the charge is large, the
expansion of explosion gas can be divided into two phases,
that is, 𝑃 ≥ 𝑃𝑘 and 𝑃 < 𝑃𝑘. The isentropic exponent 𝛾 is
3.0, and (A.2) is used for calculation in the condition of𝑃 ≥ 𝑃𝑘; the isentropic exponent 𝛾 is 1.4, and (A.3) is used
for calculation in the condition of 𝑃 < 𝑃𝑘.

𝑃0 = 𝐾( 𝜌𝐷2
2 (𝛾 + 1))

]/𝛾

𝑃𝑘(𝛾−])/𝛾 (𝑎
𝑏)
2] . (A.3)

The explosion gas pressure acting on the borehole wall
will be attenuated in the formof the exponential lawwhen the
stress waves propagate in the rock mass.Then its exponential
attenuation formula is used. Considering the initiation influ-
ence of group boreholes, the influence coefficient of the group
borehole initiation is assumed to be 𝑘, and the blasting load
equivalent to the elastic boundary can be expressed as

𝑃be = 𝑘𝑃0 ( 𝑏
𝑟𝑐)
2+(𝜇/(1−𝜇)) ( 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑓)

2−(𝜇/(1−𝜇))

, (A.4)

where 𝑘 is the influence coefficient of group borehole ini-
tiation related to the number of the cutting holes and the
distribution of the borehole 𝑠; 𝑟𝑐 is the radius of the crushing
zone; 𝑟𝑓 is the radius of the fractured zone; 𝜇 is Poisson’s ratio.

In the presplitting and the smooth blasting, the structure
of discontinuous charge is applied to reduce the blasting
vibration. Taking discontinuous charge into consideration,
the ratio of axial charge is assumed as 𝛼, and (A.3) could be
deduced based on the ideal gas equation.

𝑃0 = 𝐾( 𝜌𝐷2
2 (𝛾 + 1))

]/𝛾

𝑃𝑘(𝛾−])/𝛾 (𝑎
𝑏)
2] (𝛼)] . (A.5)

The presplitting and smooth blasting boreholes are non-
cutting hole, and the blasting load acting on the borehole wall
could be equivalently applied on the plane determined by the
borehole center connection line and the borehole axis. The
blasting load can be written as

𝑃be = 𝑘𝑃0 𝑏𝑆 , (A.6)

where 𝑆 is the center distance of the boreholes.
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